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Chapter 7

General Discussion
In this era of advances in information and communication technology, many studies and development in medical education have been shared and published globally through web-based media—website, webinar, online journal—, printed journals, and conferences. All medical schools over the whole world can access the information regarding educational principles easily and can take part in further developments and publications. This trend stimulated development of international standards for medical education. Many medical schools around the world try to get international acknowledgement by meeting and achieving international standards. However, the existence of cultural differences in teaching and learning between countries in medical education might hamper these efforts. The question arises whether and how cultural differences will influence the implementation of educational principles and international standards and how to deal with this challenge.

Providing effective feedback during clerkships is an example of an educational principle that is recommended in international standards. Although the power of feedback for students’ learning and performance has been acknowledged, and the influence of culture in medical education has been realized, not many studies in the field of medical education provide empirical evidence about the role of culture in giving feedback during clerkships. Five studies in this thesis investigated and explored the role of culture in feedback processes. We focused on cultural differences in the perceived learning value of feedback, the implementation of the mini-CEX to improve feedback during clerkship, the acceptance of the mini-CEX, and the influence of characteristics of effective feedback facilitated by the mini-CEX. The outcomes of the five studies in this thesis add to the existent body of feedback literature in medical education.

**Main findings**

From the replication of a Dutch study in Indonesia, we learned that feedback processes are influenced by culture (Chapter 2). Although the Indonesian and the Dutch students perceived feedback during clerkships as equally instructive, we found significant differences in feedback processes and in underlying factors influencing the perceived instructiveness of feedback. In Indonesia, a country with large power distance and low individualism, students received most feedback from residents, they were often directly observed, and the supervisor initiated
most feedback moments. In the Netherlands, a country with small power distance and high individualism, students received most feedback from specialists, were less observed and about half of the feedback moments were based on a joint initiative. However, while the Dutch students perceived feedback from residents and specialists as equally instructive, feedback based on direct observation as being more useful, and feedback initiated by the student or arising from joint initiative as more instructive, the Indonesian students perceived feedback from specialists as more instructive, feedback based on observed and non-observed performance equally useful, and feedback arising from a joint initiative as most instructive. By using Hofstede model of culture as framework, these differences can be explained by the Power Distance and Individualism dimensions (see later on). We concluded that one model of feedback does not necessarily translate to another culture.

Literature mainly focuses on individual feedback because it comes predominantly from authors from countries with individualistic cultures. We investigated, however, in a collectivistic culture how students perceive the learning value of individual as well as of group feedback during clerkships. We further analyzed the focus of feedback and how often the requirements for effective feedback (as defined for individual feedback) were met (Chapter 3). We found that the feedback-principles that have been described in literature and formulated from a rather individualistic perspective, are not fully suitable for the needs of collectivistic cultures. The degree to which group feedback satisfies the requirements for effective feedback and the high-perceived learning value of group feedback in collectivistic societies underline the importance of group feedback in these cultures.

To meet international standards, and at the same time to improve feedback processes during clerkships, we implemented the mini-CEX into the existing clerkship program of two departments of our Indonesian university hospital: Internal Medicine and Neurology. We applied a careful procedure in which we took culture and local context into account (Chapter 4). We made a series of decisions to reduce tensions between the preconditions for applying the mini-CEX and the characteristics of the Indonesian culture, while keeping the underlying principles of the mini-CEX intact. For example we decided that only medical specialists were allowed to use mini-CEX, because, for learning during clerkships, high power distance implies that specialists are perceived as experts
in the field so. Furthermore the implementation of the mini-CEX required a shift from group feedback, which is common in cultures with low individualism, to personal feedback.

An assessment method can only be effective when it is acceptable for all important stakeholder groups. Therefore, we explored Indonesian students’ and specialists’ appreciation of the mini-CEX in Indonesian clerkships. Both groups appreciated the practicability and were positive about the general impact of the mini-CEX on learning and about its impact on professional development. (Chapter 5).

The structure of the mini-CEX includes characteristics of feedback as recommended in literature. We investigated the influence of five feedback characteristics to the perceived learning value of feedback in Indonesia, a country that is classified as low on individualism and high on power distance (chapter 6). We found a positive influence of four feedback characteristics – ‘mentioning students’ weaknesses’, ‘comparing students’ performance to a standard’, ‘explaining or demonstrating the correct performance’, and ‘preparing an action plan with the student’ –, however, ‘mentioning strengths’ did not influence Indonesian students’ perceived learning value of feedback. Therefore, the effectiveness of some feedback characteristics seems to depend on the prevailing culture of countries, in particular on the levels of individualism and power distance.

**Overall focus of the thesis**

In an era where homogenous and global models of education are promoted, the question arises whether educational principles and educational practices, feedback being one of these, that are developed in certain cultures can be implemented in other cultures.

International standards recommend feedback as part of educational principles and practice for optimizing students learning. Some characteristics of effective feedback and methods to improve feedback that have been identified and suggested are:

- the feedback provider should be an expert and credible person;
- feedback should be based on direct observation;
- students should be told what they have done well;
• students should be made aware of aspects of their performance that need to be improved;
• students’ performance should be compared against a standard, such as a professional judgment, a local standard or existing guidelines;
• an explanation of the correct performance – what, how and why a task should be performed – should be provided to students to equip them with sufficient information to correct their errors;
• the feedback provider should invite students to make a plan of action to improve their performance and discuss it

However, with reference to Hofstede’s model of cultural dimensions, these principles are mostly developed and founded in countries which are classified high on the cultural dimension individualism and low on power distance. Whether these principles can be easily implemented in countries that are classified low on individualism and high on power distance, such as Indonesia, is a challenging question. Therefore, more empirical evidence on this matter, for example from Indonesia, needs to be added to the existent body of feedback literature.

The understanding of cultural differences in feedback processes may help medical schools all over the world to improve the quality of feedback to their students. Using the mini-CEX to improve the quality of feedback during clerkships implies that individual students need direct contact with their clinical teachers to obtain feedback. In individualistic and low power distance countries, like the United States (US) where the mini-CEX was originally developed, the implementation of the mini-CEX may be not a problem. However, for countries with collectivistic and large power distance cultures like Indonesia, the implementation of the mini-CEX requires a shift in the usual pattern of teacher-student interaction in feedback processes. For instance, specialists, as teachers in the clinical setting should provide more often feedback to individual students instead of to a group. Therefore, studies how to deal with this cultural challenges are needed to increase the acceptability and applicability of the mini-CEX as method to improve the quality of feedback during clerkships in different cultural contexts.
Individualism and power distance in feedback processes

Feedback plays an important role in facilitating the learning process in clerkships.\(^9,17,19,22,24,25,27\) The interaction patterns how clinical teachers provide feedback to students, and the social position between teachers and students are deeply rooted in the culture of a society.\(^28,34\) It is the cultural dimensions of individualism and power distance which are at stake here.

Indonesia is a country which is classified high on the cultural dimension power distance and low on the dimension individualism.\(^28\) In countries with a large power distance, the interaction pattern is more hierarchical; therefore, most individual interactions are with persons whose social position is closest to them. This explains why Indonesian students receive most feedback from residents. Students, however, perceive feedback from specialist as more instructive. This outcome could also be explained by power distance, the larger the power distance, the more respect students have for the expertise of teachers and the higher the perceived instructiveness is. In the Netherlands, a country classified as low on power distance, students receive most feedback from specialists and the Dutch students perceive feedback from residents and specialists as equally instructive. Due to the high power distance and group culture, Indonesian specialists are used to provide more often group feedback than individual feedback. In a group culture, students are expected to maintain harmony and fit with the group while in an individual culture students are expected to be unique and independent. Also, in a group culture students are afraid of failing and loosing face while in an individual culture students need to gain an impression of their abilities.\(^28,34,35\) These differences imply that one model of feedback is not necessarily effective in another culture.

Studies on the effectiveness of feedback in the clinical work place mostly focus on individual feedback to students. However, there are cultures in which group feedback is a common educational practice.\(^36\) We found that in Indonesia, group feedback was more often provided than individual feedback and that the learning value of group feedback was perceived higher during clerkships. Furthermore it appeared from our study that in Indonesia, four conditions for effective feedback – i.e. the recognition of observable competencies (except physical examination), the use of standards and the provision of a plan of action to improve performance
- were more often met in group feedback than in individual feedback. Correcting performance deficiencies was the only characteristic that was found more often in individual feedback, and it offers more opportunities to be specific. This outcome can be explained by the fact that in collectivist cultures, the expectation of the teacher is important for learning, and students expect teachers to determine their learning paths.\textsuperscript{28,34,35} Feedback based on the four conditions mentioned above, is probably perceived as an outline from the specialist that needs to be followed and achieved. Students might perceive mentioning strengths, however, as an act of kindness because in a collectivist culture there is tendency toward modesty; it values not standing out but fitting in with others.\textsuperscript{35} Therefore, mentioning strengths may have little learning value for students.

We concluded that in a collectivist culture, group feedback has the role to maintain harmony and integration in the group which is the main characteristic of a collectivist culture.\textsuperscript{28,34,35} The group will control and regulate personal aims to meet the goal of their groups. We conclude that the congruence between culture and type of feedback is essential for the effectiveness of the feedback.

**Implementation of the mini-cex to improve the quality of feedback**

To meet international standards, we implemented the mini-CEX that was recommended in literature as an effective method to improve feedback in the clinical setting\textsuperscript{29-31} and self-evidently, we met some cultural challenges with this implementation. First, Indonesian students receive most individual feedback from residents instead of specialists. To shift to individual feedback from specialists means a major change in the interaction patterns between supervising specialists and students. Second, direct observation might – but should not by all means - occur in front of other students and this may make students afraid of loosing their face. Third, formerly, group feedback from specialists was the most common practice during clerkships. Therefore, the shift from group feedback to individual feedback was also a major change for specialists. To optimally implement the mini-CEX, retaining the strengths and dealing optimally with the challenges of the mini-CEX, we developed thorough implementation strategies. We decided to give clear ‘directives’ on how the mini-CEX should be implemented. For instance, the examiner has to be a specialist, and observation and feedback have to be conducted individually. Furthermore, we tried to take
our cultural context into account by keeping the new assessment programme lean and feasible. Detailed strategies choices have been explained in chapter 4. The acceptance of assessment formats, such as the mini-CEX, is essential for its effectiveness.\textsuperscript{37-39} Several studies revealed high satisfaction with the mini-CEX,\textsuperscript{30,40-47} but again most of these studies have been conducted in countries with a culture similar to the culture in which the mini-CEX was developed, namely individualistic and small power distance countries. We found that by carefully taking into account culture, local context and demands, and using systematic and directive steps, the mini-CEX could be implemented as intended in a collectivistic country high on power distance. The high satisfaction scores of Indonesian specialists and students with the mini-CEX support our conclusions that the implementation process was successful. This finding emphasizes that culture is not necessarily an obstacle when implementing educational principles stemming from countries with a different culture. We just need to take into account the characteristics of the local culture.

**Methodological considerations**

Currently, there is a growing awareness in the medical education society of cultural differences in medical education. A strength of this thesis is that all studies focus on the existence of cultural differences and how these relate to educational practice, in this case providing feedback. Feedback is one of the topics in medical education literature that is believed to be influenced by culture. There are only a few studies discussing the cultural differences in feedback processes during clerkships. By using Hofstede’s model of cultural differences, this thesis provides insight in how cultural differences influence feedback during clerkships. The replication of a Dutch study in Indonesia revealed how cultural differences influence feedback processes during clerkships. In this thesis, we created a possible design in which cultural differences can be studied.\textsuperscript{48}

The second strength is that this thesis gives examples how to deal with cultural differences when implementing new educational principles. We explained how the mini-CEX can be successfully implemented by relating the structure and the recommended characteristics of feedback of the mini-CEX to cultural aspects. We identified cultural aspects that may inhibit the implementation process and the effectiveness of feedback. We showed strategies how to implement an
educational principle developed in a different culture as effective as possible. Therefore, in the era of standardization of medical education at international level, the studies of this dissertation add to the dispute on how to implement educational principles stemming from countries with different cultures. There are also some limitations. The first limitation of this thesis concerns its generalizability. All studies are conducted in one medical school in Indonesia. There is a possibility that different regions of this country vary in (aspects of) culture. However, national culture is reflected in the subcultures embedded in it. Therefore, we believe that the results of the studies in this thesis can be generalized in Indonesia. However, replication studies are needed to support this premise. In addition, we do not know whether our results also apply to other collectivist and large power distance countries since such countries may also display differences with the Indonesian culture. This is why one should be cautious to generalise our results to other collectivistic cultures high on power distance without further replication studies.

The second limitation of this thesis is that all studies on the learning value of feedback during clerkships are based on students’ perceptions. Actual learning of students during clerkships was not measured. However, a positive perception of learning value is conducive for a effective learning processes. As a corollary, positive perceptions of the learning value of feedback can be expected to improve learning and future performance. More research is needed to unravel the impact of feedback characteristics on students’ actual learning.

**Practical implications**

Feedback, being one of the hallmarks of medical education can be used effectively in different cultures but principles cannot be transferred from one culture to another without appropriate adjustments. This may hold for other elements in education as well. Feedback is only one principle in medical education that could depend on culture. For all educational principles, which are based on the interaction of teacher and student, cultural differences have to be considered because the patterns of teacher-student interaction are rooted into the culture of each country. Examples are reflection, supervision, self directed learning, small group discussion. More studies on how the implementation of educational principles that do not directly match with local culture can be facilitated are
needed. Improving medical education by meeting international standards can not only be done by just adopting and implementing educational principles that have been proven successful in other countries. Managing the innovation process carefully and taking culture and local context into account increases the chances that educational principles can be implemented without changing the underlying learning principles.

This thesis can be used to develop the principles of feedback in clinical education further. We also hope this thesis can inspire and encourage other medical educationalist to explore more the cultural differences in medical education.
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